Healings or Exorcisms?  
Evil Spirits as Impersonal Powers in the Gospels

Uzdrowienie czy egzorcyzm?  
Złe duchy jako bezosobowe moce w Ewangeliiach
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Streszczenie. Pneuma po grecku oraz ruah po hebrajsku należy rozumieć bezosobowo: jako „wiatr, niewidzialna siła”. Daimonia to nieokreślone siły półboskie, czasami personifikowane (Jas 2.19). Te złe moce nie są nigdy identyczne z szatanem, a tylko niektórzy przeciwnicy Jezusa uważali je za wysłańców szatana. „Niezczysty” znaczy „nieświęty, należący do sfery świeckiej i ziemskiej”. „Złe” znaczy „złośliwe”. Tym samym Ewangelie zakładają, że tak zwane opętanie to szalone zachowanie o nieznanych przyczynach; z naszego punktu widzenia mogą one być medyczne, moralne i szatańskie. Autorzy Ewangelii i sam Jezus naśladowali popularne sposoby mówienia bez osądzania ich. Jednakże na poziomie literackim opisy takich przypadków w Ewangeliiach są podobne do innych opisów uzdrowień i nie powinny być od nich oddzielane. Nie są zbyt podobne
Some acts of Jesus described in the Gospels are qualified by scholars as exorcisms. Accordingly, Jesus is sometimes called exorcist. In the wide-spread popular opinion, the essence of this activity consisted in casting out evil spirits (or demons) from the possessed persons. The notion of satanic possession inspired ancient and modern exorcisms practiced in the Christian church.

This attitude should be revised on many levels, but not primarily because of critical opinions stemming from the modern worldview or medical knowledge. As we will see, the Gospels themselves show that the above reading is simplified and untenable. Unclean spirits are not the same as devils and the acts of Jesus cannot be placed so easily in the category of exorcisms.

1. The meaning of the words “spirit” and “demon”

The word translated “spirit” is *pneuma* in Greek and *ruah* in Hebrew. The first meaning of these terms is “wind”. As the wind is invisible but powerful, it can serve as an image of the spiritual and divine reality, of internal forces and drives. The term is neuter in Greek and does not implies a personal action. In the religious sphere it can mean simply “invisible superior force”, “divine action” etc.

In the Old Testament the Spirit of God is not yet a person. Human spirit is not a separate being, but a factor of human activity. Therefore, there is no reason to imply in advance that in the context of the life of Jesus “evil spirits” were understood as personal beings. The Old Testament use suggests that they are evil factors of human behaviour, either resulting from the movements of human mind and will, or coming from outside.

This meaning is related to the expressions like “spirit of sleep”, or “of weakness” (cf. e.g. Isa 19.14; 20.10; Luke 13.11); a personified “lying spirit” occurs, but it belongs to story-telling, not to doctrinal opinions (1 Kings 22.22). It confirms the basically impersonal and metaphoric sense of *ruah / pneuma*.

Let us ask now what it means that the spirits are unclean or impure, in Greek *akatharta*. Being clean implies belonging to the sacred sphere, lack
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1 E.g. G.H. Twelftree, *Jesus*; A. Witmer, *Jesus*.

2 In this article I shall make extensive use of some chapters from my book: M. Wojciechowski, *Cuda*, pp. 73–104.
of any blame. Impurity is not just dirt, but being profane, unfit for the participation in the cult, far from holiness. Unclean things are from this world, as opposed to the higher, spiritual reality. Hence “unclean spirits” cannot be superior beings.

In the Old Testament laws about impurity, the issue of “spirits” is absent. An interesting parallel can be found in 1 Samuel 1.13–14, where Eli the priest suspects Hannah of being drunken because of her strange behaviour, and wants to send her away from the sanctuary. Apparently, such behaviour excluded from the cult. In answer, Hannah explains that she is neither drunken nor mad – word a word “a daughter of Belial”. Belonging to Belial (Beliar) implied possibly an ecstatic and insane behaviour during the pagan cult. It would conflict with the sacral purity demanded from the Israelites.

Spirit can be also described as evil, poneros (Matt 12.45 = Luke 11.26; Luke 7.21; 8.2: much less frequently that in modern languages). This adjective does not imply an ontological evil, but a mode of behaviour: malicious, aggressive, offensive. “Evil spirit” is an unidentified force, external or internal, making people behave badly and foolishly. Therefore “in unclean spirit” means simply “degraded”, “insane”, “mad” – without indicating whence this madness comes.

In the Gospels, daimonia, mistranslated as “demons”, are synonymous to the unclean spirits. In Greek they are generally understood as “divinities”, “superior powers”, “superhuman forces”. The term is neuter and not quite personal, as daimonion of Socrates shows – the voice of conscience. However, daimonia could refer to demi-gods, divine forces from the sphere of air, between earth and heaven.

Accordingly, daimonizomenos is not “possessed (by Satan)” but rather “dominated by an external force” or even “ecstatic”. In John 10.20 “have a demon” and “be out of his mind” are synonyms. Personal understanding of daimonia as “demons” has become current only in the late antiquity. In the Bible, only in James 2.19, outside the Gospels, daimonia are fully personal beings. In the Gospels they are personalized less frequently and not directly (Mark 1.34; 3.11; 5.1–20; cf. Matthew 12.43–45 par.). “Seven demons” cast out from Mary Magdalene (Mark 16.9; Luke 8.2) mean a very serious illness; seven is a symbolic number.

These Gospel texts reproduce second-hand opinions, shedding light rather on the popular perception than on the views held by Jesus and the Gospel writers. This occasional personalization of winds/spirits reflects the general ancient tendency to make personal beings of the forces of nature. However, calling love “Aphrodite” was a way of speaking and not a declaration of faith. It is also worth remembering that for the ancient mentality everything stronger than men was considered “divine”.
Concluding: all this vocabulary does not imply satanic possessions, but madness: an insane, foolish, offensive behaviour, making people evil and unclean, and resulting from an influence of some superior strange force. It was verbalized and conceived as “bad wind”, i.e. “unexpected evil drive”, “external malicious force”.

Today, we would tend to look for a precise source of insane behaviour. For us, madness could have neurological, psychiatric, moral or satanic causes. The Gospels and their world have not made such distinction. They knew only that Jesus was able to overcome and cure such madness. Jesus and the authors of the Gospels followed the popular way of perceiving such phenomena and speaking about them, but without judging its value. Modern explanations of “evil powers” as epilepsy, schizophrenia etc. is not in conflict with them.

2. What has Satan to do with unclean spirits

Nowadays, Satan, devil, fallen angel, evil spirit and demon are treated as synonyms. In fact, they were not. From this list only Satan and devil are synonymous, because śatan in Hebrew corresponds to diabolos in Greek (“accuser”). He was also identified with the Serpent from Genesis, as Revelation 12.9 shows. It is also clear that Satan is a personal superior being.

The Bible mentions him about 60 times\(^3\). He was seen as a member of divine court, as Job 1 proves. Towards humans he was an accuser and adversary, according to his name. He was called The Tempter. Subsequently, as the enemy of men, he was expelled from heaven; for the New Testament it was a contemporary event (Luke 10.18; Rev 12).

The supposed relations between Satan, a personal being, and unclean spirits are hard to trace in the Gospels. The enemies of Jesus said: “He is possessed by Beelzebul, and by the prince of demons he cast out the demons” (Mark 3.22). It is the only statement of this kind. Jesus in answer did identify Beelzebul with Satan, but falsified the whole reasoning. Another loose association between Satan and demons or spirits can be found in Luke 10.17–20.

We can infer from this discussion that in the times of Jesus any evil phenomena were associated with the realm of Satan. However, Jesus and the Gospels abstained from proclaiming it as a revealed truth. They never teach about the satanic presence in humans neither casting out the Satan. It is clear that any relation of Satan with the spirits could be only indirect. In the biblical worldview
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the ultimate cause of any evil is Satan, but there are also various direct causes. An excellent example is offered by Luke 13.10–17: “There was a woman who had had a spirit of infirmity […] a daughter of Abraham whom Satan bound for eighteen years”. Jesus tolerated this way of thinking.

It seems therefore that some of the evil drives in humans stem from the physical world, some are moral and can result from temptation. The tempted people can become so dependent of Satan that they do need exorcism, but such a situation is neither specified nor described in the Gospels. The Gospels do not imply, either, that Satan makes people his puppets. The popular notion of satanic possession stems from another source: from the pseudepigraphic texts. There, indeed, humans are possessed by Satan himself or by personal, named spirits. They should be cast away from them.

3. Do the Gospels describe exorcisms?

Earlier ancient texts do not contain typical exorcisms. It happens only after the Gospels, even if some related ideas can be traced earlier: in Tobit 6–7; Jubilees 10; Genesis Apocryphon; Prayer of Nabonidus.

A document from about second century A.D., the apocryphal Testament of Solomon contains mainly descriptions of exorcisms. From the formal side we observe that these descriptions are relatively long. They contain complex dialogues, prayers, magic formulas and orders. The enemies are personal, demons have names. The exorcist is able to dominate them because of prayers and a magic ring. The control is gained after long efforts. Similar motives can be found in other documents from the post-biblical period, including other traditions of Solomon (Josephus, Antiquities 8.45–49), Life of Apollonius of Tyana by Philostrates, and Greek magical papyri. They reappear in the Christian exorcism liturgies.

Nevertheless, such features do not resemble the Gospel model (Mark 1.21–28; 5.1–20; 7.24–30; 9.14–29; Matthew 9.32–34 with 12.22–24; with parallels). Gospel stories on the unclean spirits are short. After an inquiry on the case, Jesus heals with one order. These stories either contain a short exchange of words with the healed person (two cases: Mark 1.24–25; 5.5–12), or only one saying of Jesus (two cases: Mk 9.25; 7.29), or even no quotation (Matthew 9.33; 12.22). The summaries mentioning casting the spirits away are very brief. They contain no suggestion of long “exorcisms” (Mark 1.32–34; 4.24; Luke 7.21; 8.2 with parallels).

In the vocabulary of these stories, the mentions of pneumata and daimonia take part of the diagnosis in the ordinary healing stories. Other vocabulary is close to the healing stories. All these stories do not suggest any particular effort from the side of Jesus, a supposed exorcist. He remains always in control. He neither need to pray nor to repeat his orders. The only longer dialogue (Mark 5.5–12) contains an inquiry, the “spirits” remain submissive. We shall return to this text later.

The literary scheme of these stories fits in the general model of Gospel miracle stories, more exactly the healing stories. This model, named Wundergeschichte by German scholars, includes the following elements: a) an initial situation; b) a presentation of the problem, a diagnosis; c) asking Jesus for help; d) a reaction of Jesus (in words and sometimes gestures); e) a description of effects – the healing; f) the event is commented and becomes popular – this conclusion is nearly always editorial, and not essential for the story.

All these features can be repeatedly found in our five stories. In Mark 1.21–28 we lack only the petition to Jesus, but it perhaps results from the nature of madness. The spread of the news is omitted twice. Accordingly, from the perspective of oral tradition and Gospel writers, stories on the unclean spirits are basically healing stories.

“To have a spirit” is an illness or symptom, and not a special category, a “possession”. The cause of this illness was not known, but it was a standard situation in the ancient medicine. If the “spirits” are related to the forces of evil, all the illnesses can be attributed to them on the same principle. Even if Gospels use the ancient way of speaking about madness, they remain moderate in approach and do not try to teach us about its causes.

These incidents could be labeled “exorcisms stories” only if we decided in advance that any dealing with “spirits”, evil forces, must be an exorcism, by definition. However, this method, often applied unconsciously, is incorrect. We must understand exorcisms according to the practice of ancient exorcists. Even if the enemies of Jesus adapted an a priori definition and in advance considered Jesus an exorcist, it does not necessarily prove that the perception of Je-
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5 Confrontations with “spirits” and “demons” are usually included into miracle stories, but not into the category of healings. Some books on Gospel miracles including sections on exorcisms: V. Busse, Wunder; E. Eve, Jewish; H. Hendrix, Miracles; J.K. Howard, Disease; R. Latourelle, Miracles; J.P. Meier, Marginal, vol. 2; Les miracles; G. Theissen, Urchristliche; G.H. Twelftree, Jesus; D. Wenham, C. Blomberg, Miracles.

6 An obvious tendency of authors talking about exorcisms; cf. G.H. Twelftree, Jesus; idem, In the name; A. Witmer, Jesus; G.E. Sterling, Jesus.
sus and of the Gospel authors was the same. It seems very doubtful that Jesus were an exorcist, even if he has been seen as such. He was a healer.

4. Particular Gospel stories

The only Gospel text with some closer relation to the ancient exorcism stories is Mark 5.1–20 par. It is, however, rather different from the other Gospel episodes, much longer and adorned with fantasy. Even if this story about healing an insane man, perhaps a schizophrenic, has had a historical kern, its present form is legendary.

The place of action cannot be identified because of the divergences between the manuscripts. Iron chains cannot be broken by human hands. There is no place on the lake Gennesaret where a flock can fall into water. Pigs do not flock and tend to disperse when in danger. Pigs swim well. The entering of demons into pigs is ridiculous and contrasts with the dignity of the Bible. We meet a midrashic elaboration here, inserted into the Gospel because of its literary and symbolic values.

In Mark 1.23 we read about someone “in unclean spirit”, en pneumati akatharto. Lack of article before pneumati strengthens the impersonal character of the expression. The Greek en, “in”, can introduce a description of symptoms, as in Mk 5.25 nearby: en rhysei haimatos, “in a flow of blood”. En pneumati can refer to various situations, as prophetic inspiration (Ezek 32.1), form of baptism (Mark 1.8), intense prayer (Eph 6.18) – but not to a personal presence of a “spirit” (cf. en pneumati theou in Mt 12.28). We should translate simply “insane”, “mad”, or “under an influence of bad wind”. The man the Gospel talked about was perhaps a schizophrenic. Translations and comments with the word “possessed”, absent in Greek, should be avoided.

---


8 I opt for the reading of Sinaiticus prima manus: three different names in three Gospels. The starting point was probably ger-gezey, “foreigners from the other side” (of the lake) – so A. Strus, Geraseniens.

9 Apart commentaries: M. Wojciechowski, Jezus, pp. 44–70; W. Bytner, Perykopa; B.D. Chilton, Exorcism; B. Kollmann, Schweigegebote.
In Mark 9.14–29\textsuperscript{10} (with parallels) we have obvious symptoms of epilepsy. And indeed, Matthew uses the word “epileptic” here (verbal form \textit{selenizetai} in Greek), implying an illness, and not “a possession”, even if below there is a question of \textit{daimonion}. For the ancient medicine epilepsy was an illness, sometimes correctly associated with brains.

People spoke about “spirit”, i.e. \textit{pneuma}, i.e. “wind”, but “have a mute spirit” means nothing more than “being muted by an unknown factor”. The words of Jesus in this story “you dumb and deaf spirit, I command you, come out of him, and never enter him again” should be interpreted in the same way.

Two parallel stories from Matthew 9.32–34 and 12.22–24\textsuperscript{11} mention a “dumb (and blind) possessed” (\textit{kofon daimonizomenon}). It is an infirmity caused by an unknown superior factor. The cure is labeled “casting out the demon” (\textit{ekblethentos tou daimoniou}) in Matthew 9.33, but “healing” (\textit{etherapeusen}) in Matthew 12.22. It implies that both notions are nearly synonymous. They are parallel also in Luke 8.16; Mark 6.13 par.; cf. Matt 17.16.

In Mark 7.25\textsuperscript{12} a girl “had an unclean spirit” (\textit{eichen … pneuma akatharton}, no article; “possessed” is incorrectly supplemented in translations). Once more it is a description of symptoms, avoiding personal connotations. Perhaps the epilepsy is meant here. The pagan mother asked for expulsion of the demon, what suggests that she had expected an exorcism. It did not take place, because, in answer, Jesus just assured the mother that the demon had already left. As in Mark 9, the popular way of speaking is adopted, but without making the “spirit” a personal being.

**Conclusions**

1. So-called spirits and demons in the Greek texts of the Gospels should be interpreted as unidentified, usually impersonal forces, making humans mad and unclean.
2. The relations of these evil forces to Satan are loose and indirect.
3. Gospels do not offer any clear explanation of these forces, although we would like to associate them with medical, moral or spiritual causes.


\textsuperscript{11} Commentaries: V. Luz; W.D. Davies, D.C. Allison; D.A. Hagner; A. Paciorek – ad locum.

\textsuperscript{12} Articles: Z. Grochowski, \textit{Heroiczna}; M. Rosik, \textit{Donna}. 
4. Some dependencies of the popular magic worldview are visible in the way of speaking adapted in the Gospels and in the legendary elaboration of Mark 5.1–20.

5. When Jesus confronts such forces, the Gospels feature such situations as healing stories and not as exorcism stories, which could be compared with the extracanonical literature.

6. And indeed, these situations were extraordinary healings from mental diseases. According to the Gospels, Jesus healed the insane persons rather than cast out the demons.

7. Later personification of “spirits” and “demons” has deformed the perception of the Gospel texts.
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